The ‘Italianess’ speaks to the world
Marco Voena launches his new magazine about art and the way of being Italian
The art dealer Marco Voena has just launched “Il Libro. The Magazine of Italian Art”, a biannual
magazine which will be written in English in order to allow a worldwide distribution. The first volume,
and the project that lies behind it, have been just presented at Christie’s London.
Why did you choose to create a magazine?
Because I have always had a strong and deep passion for books. I have always desired to become a film
director, an editor or an art dealer (perhaps even an interior decorator).
Making movies would probably be more profitable than making magazines and books.
Well, if you are Spielberg it is profitable. Publishing is more difficult instead. After studying and
leafing through several magazines, I came up with the idea of realizing my own magazine about Italian
art.
It is not an information/news magazine.
I tried to adopt a different approach. “Il Libro” is not a magazine based on postcard images, it is not
(without detracting anything) “Bell’Italia”, nor a super-aesthetic publication like that of Franco Maria
Ricci. What really matter is to understand an artist or the meaning of a specific artwork by going
through the back door and not the main one.
And yet it remains a high brow magazine both from the recipients’ point of view and the topics you
decided to write about.
No, I do not think that it is a high brow magazine, or rather there is no difference between high and
low magazines. The title “Il Libro” derives from Baldassarre Castiglione: even his book - Libro del
Cortegiano - aspired “to educate the taste of people” on an international horizon.
How does your experience as a successful art dealer influenced this project? Other players within the
art world felt the need of realizing their own magazines, such as Larry Gagosian.
Yes, it is an interesting magazine characterized by a great editorial work. Larry has been the first, as
always: he is The King of everything. Then, the magazines Ursula of Hauser & Wirth, and of Maja
Hoffman in Arles - which is more focused on the correlation between art and literature - were
published; moreover, there are also magazines that explore the boundaries between art and fashion,
such as Officiel Art. Despite social networks, many people feel the desire of smelling the printed paper.
The core purpose of my magazine is to foster and enhance the Italian art. We keep presenting
exhibitions about Leonardo, Michelangelo, Caravaggio; however, there is still much to be done and we
would like to bring the Italian Flag into recondite places, in tiny libraries around the world.
Being an art dealer allows you to promote Italian art, but the idea of creating a magazine offers you
the opportunity of marketing your gallery business.
The magazine is inexorably linked with my activity as an art dealer and could provide me with the
opportunity of improving the gallery’s brand.
What about the editorial activity?
I had to develop this project in a small and pragmatic way: Carolyn H. Miner is the editor-in-chief,
while Luca Stoppini - who worked for “Vogue Italia” - is the art director. The layout has been drafted
by the designer. Regarding my contribution, I am dedicated to the contents and the distinguished
marks that make Il Libro stand out on a shelf.

How many pages? And what about the print run?
The first volume has 180 pages and five thousands copies.
What does the subtitle allude to?
That we are no only interested in art, but also the way of being Italians.I think that even a movie frame
in which Mastroianni is drinking an espresso can be considered art; this is what “Italianness” is!

